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PHYSICAL REVIEW A VOLUME 35, NUMBER 8 APRIL 15, 1987

Theory of short-wavelength lasing from channeled projectiles:
Nondegenerate dipole transitions
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M. Strauss and J. Oreg
The Negev Nuclear Research Center, Beer Sheva 84190, Israel

N. Rostoker
Physics Department, University of California, Irvine, California 9271 7

(Received 28 August 1986)

A theory is developed for lasing action from ensembles of relativistically or subrelativistically
propagating emitters whose motion is bound in the direction(s) transverse to the direction of propa-
gation. These include relativistic electrons and positrons channeled in crystals or other hollow-
channel structures, as well as fast ions wherein a bound electron is perturbed by the crystal potential
or laser light. Apart from planar-channeled positrons in crystals, the confining potentials for all
other emitters in this category are strongly anharmonic. Therefore, their spectral dipolar transitions
are nondegenerate, each involving a different pair of nearly discrete levels of the confining potential.
This implies that stimulated emission from such systems can exhibit coherence in the Glauber sense.
The theoretical framework presented here consists of Heisenberg equations which have the
Maxwell-Bloch form with modifications resulting from the high velocity of the emitters. Steady-
state semiclassical solutions of these equations are obtained. It is shown that previous approaches,
based on the assumption that the cross section for stimulated emission is uniform throughout the
system, do not account for the spatial variation of the polarization at high velocities. As a result,
these approaches do not yield the correct gain coefficient whenever the characteristic lengths for the
dephasing of the dipole oscillation and for emission amplification are comparable. The latter condi-
tions are realizable in structures composed of channels much wider than in crystals. Lasing schemes

0
are investigated and the prospects for achieving gain in these schemes at wavelengths below 100 A
are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many types of stimulated short-wavelength (vacuum uv
and x-ray) radiation sources that have been suggested over
the years employ beams of high-velocity (relativistic or
subrelativistic) emitters. The appeal of such sources lies
in the fact that the emission is continuously Doppler
shifted towards shorter wavelengths and becomes progres-
sively more collimated about the beam direction as the
beam velocity is increased.

Such sources may be grouped into two categories.
(a) Free electron lasers (FE-L's), encompassing structures

wherein a spatially periodic perturbation acts either on the
electron beam (as in magnetic undulators, ' light
wigglers, and crystals serving as coherent bremsstrah-
lung amplifiers) or on the emitted radiation (due to
periodic changes in the refraction index, e.g. , in superlat-
tices acting as transition-radiation devices ). The emis-
sion features in FEL's are determined by transfer of
discrete momentum (wiggler quanta or reciprocal lattice
vectors) to the structure from the emitter or the field.
Generally, many quantum states of the emitting electron
are involved in the dynamics, which is governed by equa-
tions of the Raman-Nath or Mathieu type. ' '" As a re-
sult, short-wavelength FEL radiation is, in principle, not

coherent (in the Glauber sense), ' ' exhibiting non-
Poissonian photon statistics. In the quantum regime of
operation, quantum recoil (which is responsible for gain)
hampers coherence and, during the start-up stage, many-
particle effects lead to thermal statistics. ' In the classical
steady-state regime, too, small deviations from coherence
are predicted. '

(b) Transverse confinement emitters (TCE's), i.e.,
emitters whose motion is bound in the direction(s) trans-
verse to the direction of propagation. These include rela-
tivistic electrons and positrons channeled in crystals'
or other hollow structures, ' as well as fast ions wherein a
bound electron is perturbed by the crystal potential' ' or
laser light. The emission wavelengths are determined by
the nearly discrete spectrum of their transverse-energy
states and by the Doppler shift due to their longitudinal
motion. Planar channeled positrons in crystals are the
only TOE's whose nearly harmonic transverse confining
potential requires the inclusion of many states in the
dynamical description. All other emitters in this category
are confined by strongly anharmonic potentials and there-
fore their dynamics involves directly only the upper and
lower nearly discrete states of a particular spectral (nonde-
generate) transition. Hence, these systems can, in princi-
ple, exhibit true lasing (coherent stimulated emission).
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Furthermore, the spectral efficiency, narrow spectral
width, and high degree of polarization achievable in x-ray
emission from TCE's (Refs. 14 and 15) prompt their con-
sideration as short-wavelength lasing sources.

The physics of the various gain regimes in FEL's has
been studied extensively. ' ' In contrast, all calcula-
tions of gain in TCE's (Refs. 14, 17, and 21—23) have fol-
lowed the procedure of Beloshitskii and Kqmakhov (BK)
(Ref. 24) who obtained the stimulated emission rate in a
dipolar transition between two transverse-energy states by
the Fermi golden rule, on treating the field as a first-order
perturbation and assuming a Lorentzian emission line
shape. It will be shown that this approach does not allow
fully for the time and space variation of the radiation in-
tensity from high-velocity dipolar emitters and is valid
only when the dephasing (coherence) length L2 for the di-
pole oscillation is much shorter than the effective length
for emission amplification L, . Notably, the BK approach
does not yield the correct gain at current densities exceed-
ing MA/cm in structures with considerably wider chan-
nels than crystals, ' which are promising hosts of x-ray
lasing.

We present here a comprehensive theoretical framework
for stimulated emission from TCE's. It consists of
Heisenberg equations which, for two-level TCE's, assume
the Maxwell-Bloch form, ' but with modifications re-
sulting from the high velocity ( U-c) of the emitters (Sec.
II). In this paper we investigate only the steady-state
semiclassical solutions of these equations (Sec. III). The
BK results are retrieved in the limit of "strong dephasing"
L, »L2 (Sec. IV). The opposite "weak-dephasing" limit
L, «L2 yields a drastically different dependence of the
gain coefficient on current density, emission wavelength, v

and L 2 (Sec. V). Numerical estimates of short-
wavelength lasing feasibility are given for various types of
TCE's and the essential features of the gain expressions
for these systems are summarized in the Discussion (Sec.
VI).

O(r)= +1
2y

1/2 ug(r)
(o"p)u P(r)
mc(y+1)

(2a)

Here u is a constant (r-independent) spinor, as implied by
the neglect of spin-orbit coupling, and g(r) satisfies the
Schrodinger equation for a particle with mass my

Hog=(fi k0 /2m y )g, Ho p——/2m y+ V(r), (2b)

Rko ——mc(y —I)'~ being the momentum of the particle
on entering the structure.

Relativistic particles channeled in a structure propagate
at small angles to the longitudinal direction z, which is ei-
ther the symmetry axis of an axial channel or an axis
nearly parallel to the direction of the beam incidence kp in
a planar channel y-z. In the first case, the propagation of
the channeled particle is confined by the potential V(r) in
the transverse plane r~ =(x,y) while in the second case the
direction of transverse confinement is rz ——X.

The treatment of channeled particles commonly invokes
the continuum approximation, wherein V(r) is replaced
by its average over z (in an axial channel) or y and z (in a
planar channel), i.e., the propagation along the channel is
taken to be completely free. In this approximation the
Hamiltonian (2b) can be separated into longitudinal and
transverse parts

Ho p, /2m——y+Hpj, Hog =pg/2my+ V(r~), (3a)

thereby allowing us to write f(r) as a superposition of
waves

ik„z
P& „(r)= wj,, „(rz)e (3b)

with nearly constant amplitudes c„. Here w~„(rz) is an

eigenfunction of the nth state of Hoj, corresponding to
the transverse energy eigenvalue Ez„.

The longitudina1 velocity U,„of the nth wave is deter-
rnined by

v,„=(n ~p, ~n)/my
II. MAXWELL-BLOCH EQUATIONS

FOR RELATIVISTIC DIPOLAR EMITTERS =4k„/my=c(l —1/y 2E&„/mc y)'— (4a)

Relativistic electrons and positrons with energy
E =mc y propagating in a potential V(r) of the structure
are described by the Dirac bispinors

P(r)
X( )

(la)

satisfying

c (o"p)P =[E+mc —V (r) ]X,
c (o"p)X= [E—mc —V(r)](t .

(lb)

Here a is the Pauli spin matrix and p the momentum
operator. On expressing X in terms of P, then neglecting
V (t and the spin-orbit term

(E+mc ) 'Ac (o VV)(o p)P.
compared to EV(t), one obtains

At y » 1, the relative dispersion of longitudinal velocities
about the mean velocity U,

u, =—P,c=c(1—1/2y —(E~ )/mc y)

((Ej ) being the mean transverse energy) is small:

~
v,„—v,

~
/U, =

~
E~„—(Ez )

~

/mc y && 1 .

(4b)

(4c)

Hence, the many waves gk (r) describing the particle
,n

propagation at such energies form a narrow quasiclassical
wave packet with a group velocity U, which performs an
undulatory motion in the r~ direction(s) under the influ-
ence of Hpy. Therefore, the particles in the beam can be
labeled by their mean classical-like positions
z(t)=z(0)+U, t. This provides an analogy between rela-
tivistic channeled particles and atoms whose center of
mass moves classically at a velocity U, . We shall therefore
denote also the coordinate of an optically active electron
in a free or channeled ion relative to the ionic center of
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mass by rz.
Deviations from the uniform motion along z, which re-

sult from the longitudinal variation of V(r), will not be
considered. We are only concerned with dipole transitions
between transverse energy states n, giving rise to channel-
ing radiation (CR). The peak frequencies of CR in crys-
tals' ' are typically 2 orders of magnitude lower than
those of the radiation emitted (at the same y) due to the
longitudinal periodic variation of the crystal potential, ' ' '

which is analogous to FEL emission.
The stimulated emission of radiation from relativistic

electrons or positrons interacting with an electromagnetic
vector potential A(r) (a classical or quantal field) can be

described in two ways.
(a) The Dirac interaction Hamiltonian2

0—ea. A= —e g.A

o"A

(cr a)(.g b) =a b+icr (aXb),
one finds, in the Coulomb gauge V-A=O,

is treated as a perturbation causing transitions between the
eigenstates (2a). On labeling the initial and final eigen-
states by I and F, and using the operator identity

(F
~

( —ea A)
~

I)
= [(1+1/yF )/(1+1/y, )]'"

X I (uFQF
~
[(—e A p/mcyt)(l+ —,

'
Rz) —(esca"B/2mcyt)(1+R~)+ieR&rr (AX p)/2mcyt]

~ utpt ) I . (Sa)

Here R~ = (yt —yz ) /( yF + 1) is the emission quantum-
recoil factor. ' It gives rise to the term cr (AXp) and
changes the magnitude of the A.p term, which is respon-
sible for CR transitions, as well as of the spin-magnetic
term cr.B, where B=V&& A.

(b) The vector potential A is incorporated into the
Dirac equation by making the transformation
p~p —eA/c in (lb). Repeating the steps leading to (2a)
one finds, instead of (2b), that P(r) is now governed in the
Coulomb gauge by the Hamiltonian

p; ——A(r=z;(t) )
C

2m y+ V(r~; ) +Hr„,d

tion, which consists in writing (Sb) in terms of the
canonical transform of A(r) and p, thus saving the trou-
ble of transforming the eigenfunctions as well. This
transformation allows us to write the Hamiltonian of the
entire beam-field system, on labeling the particles in the
beam by index i and keeping the leading terms in the mul-
tipolar expansion in the transverse coordinates,

'2

H =Ho+H;„, =(p eA/c—) /2my eRtr —B/2mcy+ V .

(Sb)

In what follows we neglect in (Sa) the quantum-recoil
factor Rq, which is small compared to 1 for CR from
electrons and positrons with energies below 1 GeV. ' '
Then (Sa) together with the matrix elements of (ea. A)
become the same as the matrix elements of H,„, in (Sb).
In this energy range CR emission is dipolar. ' ' This
means that, when calculating the matrix elements of (Sb),
one neglects contributions O(q~. r~) in the A.p term and
O(qj rq) in the A.p, term, q~ being the transverse com-
ponent of the photon wave vector. The same limits hold
for soft-x-ray emission from ions with kinetic energies
anywhere above —100 keV. We can omit the o.B term
from (Sb) in the dipolar range, since this term does not
contribute to CR electric dipole transitions. Then 0;„,
becomes identical to the minimal-coupling nonrelativistic
Hamiltonian for a particle with mass my.

We intend to obtain the equivalent of the atomic
Maxwell-Bloch equations ' for stimulated dipolar CR,
using the aforementioned analogy between an ensemble of
moving atoms and a beam of channeled particles. To this
end, H;„, must be rewritten in the multipolar form, i.e., as
the interaction of particles' polarization with the electric
field of the radiation.

This is achieved conveniently by the Healy transforma-

= +HO;+H;„", '+ f [[E(r)] +[B(r)] Idr,8~

H;„,"'=—f dr[P(r). E(r)+M& B(r)] .
(6a)

P(r, t) =e g rz;(t)5(r —z;(t)), (6b)

the electric polarization operator, and

MR(r, t) = —,[PX (p, /mcy ) (p, /mcy ) X—P], (6c)

the Rontgen magnetization, caused by the longitudinal
motion. Classically, this magnetization results from the
Lorentz force acting on the fast particles.

We consider specifically a single-mode "traveling-
wave" radiation at a frequency co-=qc, propagating along

q
a unit vector q at small angle to the beam direction z (the
generalization to the multimode case is exactly as in stan-
dard treatments ). All dipoles will be taken to be parallel
to each other and perpendicular to z. This assumption
holds for planar channeled particles or a linearly polarized
near-resonant signal field.

The positive and negative frequency parts of the opera-
tors are then expressed as

Here E(r) is the transformed electric field (to be precise,
this should be the electric displacement D, but we assume
the effective dielectric constant to be —1). The other
operators in (6a) are
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+i(,co t —q-z)
P—=9 +—e

+ +i(co t —q.z)E-+ = 8' —+e
(7a)

about U, [cf. (4)] and dropping

[p„p]= —ieap/az-@, p

This representation can be used to rewrite (6a) more expli-
citly, using B—=q & E—(as implied by the Maxwell equa-
tions) and setting p, /mcy=P, . The latter step is con-
sistent with neglecting the longitudinal velocity dispersion

as compared to Pp, -AkoP, in the limit of small quantum
recoil. Taking all this into account and making the
rotating-wave approximation (discarding the antiresonant
terms H +—S'+) we can rewrite (6a) as

(H,-„,""),= —g f dr[a".S' +(W"xP, )(qXS")]
S =+

= —y f dr[(1 —P q)H" S"+(H "q)(S"P )] (7b)

We choose the field S' to be perpendicular to z. Then the
last term in (7b) drops out and we find that, as compared
to the low-velocity limit, the field-dipole interaction is re-
duced by the inverse Doppler shift (1—P, q).

We are now in a position to write the Heisenberg equa-
tions of motion describing the emission due to a dipole
transition between two transverse energy levels e and g
[associated with the wave functions tc, (rz) and tcg(ri)]-
cf. Eq. (3b). This description holds for singlet transitions
in ions, electron CR in crystals, and radiation from parti-
cles channeled in other hollow-channel structures. We
follow the well-known derivation of Bloch equations for
two-level systems, using (3a) and (7) instead of the stan-
dard small-velocity Hamiltonian. These equations are
written in terms of the population inversion operator W
and the positive and negative frequency parts of the polar-
ization P—+:

g(Hoi) +H P'
dt

Here p is the beam density and

bee-=co,g
—co-(1 —P, .q),

Acu, g being the transverse energy difference Ez, —Eig.
The convectional part of the derivative cP,B/Bz expresses
the parametric dependence of the operators on z(t) [cf.
(8)], consistent with setting p, /mcus =P, [cf. (6c)—(7b)].

The Bloch equations are supplemented by the Maxwell
(Helmholtz) wave equation

r

1 a(VxVx)+, , E
at

4~ a ap +cV X(PXP.)
Bt dt

the last term on the right-hand side being the Rontgen
(motional) magnetization current [cf. (6)]. We apply the
slowly varying envelope approximation:

and likewise for 8' where
I

a' s"-/at'
I «, I

as -/at I,
Ia'S'-/~"

I «e I~s''-/~
I

(12)

8'=2 g cr„-5(r—z;(t}),

P-+= g (p,g};o—;5(r—z;(t)) .

+cP,a a +
ai ' az

l P~g=(+idea- 1/T2)W +—+ (1——P q)S'+W'
q

+cP, W
a a
ai ' az

(9a)

=—(1 —P q)(H+. S'+ —W S' )+Ap —8'/T~ .

(9b)

Here cr„,cr;are Paul. i m—atrices in the
I

e ), I g ) space and

p,z is the transition dipole moment. On allowing for the
transition linewidth T2, the inversion relaxation time
T~, and the effective rate of pumping A, the Bloch equa-
tions assume the form a a +

ai az
—+c +5/2 S'-=+i 2~co-(1 —P q)H+ .Z (13)

The motional modifications in these Maxwell-Bloch
equations essentially amount to the reduction of the low-
velocity field-dipole coupling by the inverse Doppler fac-
tor 1 —P, q due to Rontgen magnetization (which is ig-
nored in standard laser theory ). Within the relativistic
forward cone' (of angular width —1/y) 1 —p, .q—1/2y, and this reduction is therefore strong for y ))1.
The inverse Doppler factor in (13) [arising from the com-
bined effect of polarization and magnetization currents in
(11)] implies that the field envelope is affected only by
changes in the polarization envelope on the time scale of

and likewise for H-. This approximation is tantamount
to the Markovian assumption that P responds instantane-
ously to changes in E, thus neglecting retardation effects
which play no role in lasing. ' Then, on accounting for
field damping by introducing the mean free path 2c5
for photon loss (via absorption and scattering}, (11)
reduces to
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III. STEADY-STATE SMALL SIGNAL GAIN

Our aim is to determine the conditions under which a
nondegenerate transition

~

e)~ ~g) of the fast projectile
can amplify a single-mode traveling wave. The con-
sidered setup is either a single-pass amplifier of an inject-
ed signal or a self-sustained oscillator of a field mode
selected by a closed-path Bragg resonator. Such resona-
tors for x-ray radiation can be constructed of multilayer
mirrors ' or single crystals diffracting x rays at 90' with
losses of few percent.

We assume steady-state operation, i.e., the dropping of
all partial time derivatives in (9) and (13). On eliminating
H+-from (13), the reduced amplitude

b (z) =e ' "8-' (z)/8' +(z =—0)- (14)

is then found to obey

T2 +l ACO gg +
q

BzcP,

[co-(1—P, .q)] '-(o,g'

or the corresponding spatial scale -cP,co,g'. As shown
below, the spatial part of the total time derivative
c/3, 8/Bz in (9) can strongly affect the gain, whereas in
conventional (gas laser) theory it only Doppler shifts the
resonance frequency.

The set of operator Maxwell-Bloch equations (9) and
(13) is capable of describing the buildup of coherent
stimulated emission starting from incoherent spontaneous
emission and ending at the regime above lasing thresh-
old. In this paper, however, we are interested only in es-
timating the gain and the conditions for attaining the las-
ing threshold. For such purposes it suffices to consider
the semiclassical steady-state solutions of these equa-
tions.

Here

L 2
——cP, (1/T2+i bee-) (19a)

is the "dephasing length" and
1/2

La
2~r(co,g

—b,co-)(1—P, q)pwp, g

(19b)

is the "amplification length. "
In what follows, the gain condition

G —= —,(G+ +G ) & 6/2c, (20)

where 2 G is the gain for the intensity b +b, will be in-
vestigated for various TCE's describable by this model.
We shall distinguish between the regimes of strong de-
phasing (L, »L2) and weak dephasing (L, (L2). It
should be noted that in the limit P,~O of conventional
laser theory only the strong-dephasing regime is possible,
since L, ~ P, whereas L z ~ P, . Hence, beam propaga-
tion effects associated with the spatial derivative in (9a)
are essential for the existence of weak dephasing.

IV. THE STRONG-DEPHASING REGIME

ed previously by Pantell. The process he considered was
Compton scattering, in which both absorption and emis-
sion occur between the same levels e and g, whereas here
pumping is part of a more general lasing scheme.

On assuming constant values (independent of z) for pw
and b,co- (the validity of the latter assumption is discussed

q
in Secs. IV and V) the solution of (15) corresponding to
gain (growth with z) becomes

b+—(z) =e
(18)

G+—= —,'L2 +——,[1/(L2 ) +4/L, ]'

[2ir(e~eg —b~")( I Pz q)pw—peg ]'b =0. (15) A. General features

The inverted population density pw =—( W) in (15) is near-
ly unaffected by 8' in the small-signal regime. It is
therefore found from (9b) to be

to
In the limit L, »Lz, Eq. (18) is approximately reduced

G= —,(G++G )

pw=&Twp+e [pw(0) &Twp] . — (16)
=(L2 +Lz )/2L, =GBK

In order to achieve optimal conditions for gain, con-
stant (spatially uniform) inversion must be maintained by
pumping. We therefore choose

2
ir~eg(1 Pz q)pwpeg

ficTi(Ti + b,co-)
(21)

pw(0)=pw(z)=ATwp .

The pumping agent can be a high-power laser at an opti-
cal or infrared frequency co~ =co, g /[1 —/3, cos8)], so that
&~[p,, g"E(co&)/fi] . Here e', g' are determined by the
pumping scheme (cf. Secs. IV and V) and do not neces-
sarily coincide with the levels e,g of the lasing transition.
For a given g'~e' transition, the lowest pumping fre-
quency obtains for 0=~, i.e., a pumping laser beam coun-
terpropagating to the channeled beam. The conversion of
optical or infrared laser light into short-wavelength radia-
tion from channeled relativistic particles has been suggest-

This is exactly the result of Beloshitskii and Kumakhov
(BK) (Ref. 24, note that their result is the gain for intensi-
ty, i.e., 2GB&).

The expression GBK has been obtained on the assump-
tion that the detuning Am- is independent of z. In order
to maximize Gaz, the resonance condition T2 &

~

b, ro-
~

must be satisfied. In reality, however, if the detuning is
zero at the entrance to the structure [hco-(z =0)=0], it

q
will exceed T2

' at z & l, after energy-loss effects have re-
duced P, sufficiently. Using (10), it is easy to show that I
is given by the relation
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1 —P, (l) q——~,s (0) —[y(0) /y(z) ]"
1 —P, (0).q

(22)

where we have set ~,g ~y: ~=0 for ions, —,
' )~ & —, for

CR in crystals, and ~=1 for CR in structures with wide
cylindrical channels (cf. Sec. V). It is clear that only if

l ))GBK
—1 (23)

can the assumption Ae- =const be justified in the deriva-
q

tion of (21). Whenever (23) is violated, (15) is solved upon
dropping the second derivative (on account of the strong-
dephasing condition) while allowing for the z dependence
of Aco-. This yields

q

z

~
b(z)

~

=exp f GB~(z')dz' (24)

which can be evaluated on substituting hei-(z) for a given
q

type of TCE and energy-loss behavior.

B. Electrons channeled in crystals

The typical relevant parameters for CR from electrons
channeled in crystals with energies in the range between a
few MeV and a few hundred MeV (above which the dipo-
lar approximation breaks down)' are fico,g &y '~ 50 eV,
p,g &3)&10 ' esucm, and cP, T2 & 1 pm. These param-
eters imply that the strong-dephasing regime L2 «L, /42 2

prevails up to enormous beam densities exceeding 10'
cm (or 10' A/cm ) for short-wavelength (A, & 10 A)
electron CR in crystals in the considered electron energy
range. Such densities are well above the crystal damage
threshold, hence one can safely ignore any deviations
from strong dephasing in this system.

The pumping scheme which is appropriate for planar
channeled electrons must be aimed at maintaining rnaxi-
mal inversion in the strongest transition' ' ' e ~g, where
the lowest level (band) is designated by g. This can be
achieved by (a) choosing a beam incidence angle and
divergence at which N, ~ Ng ~ N, (here N; are the frac-
tional populations of the respective levels, e' being a
higher level than e), (b) pumping the g~e' transition by
a high power optical or infrared laser at a rate
wg e )w, g. The relevant rate equations yield, at
steady state [cf. (16) and (17)],

pw/p (i' e'Ng+ ice' eNe')Tw =ATw (25)

Pumping at a rate wg, ) T~' allows us to achieve
V~/S & 2

In the x-ray region ' c/6&0. 1 cm within the crystal.
This value together with the parameters quoted above im-
ply that the gain condition (20) is satisfied only for
pw ) 10' y' /(1 —P, q) cm on resonance [cf. (10)],
setting co« ~ y

' . For A, & 100 A this amounts to
current densities above 10 A/cm . The possibilities to
enhance the quoted parameters so as to reduce the thresh-
old current are rather limited. Thus, for given y and q
(which determine co-), Tz (and consequently GBz) can

q 7

only be increased by a factor of 2 or so by cooling the
crystal down to cryogenic temperatures. However,

C. Channeled ion beams

X-ray transitions g'~e' involving X- or L-shell elec-
trons in fast channeled ions can be resonantly pumped by
the longitudinally periodic crystal potential if the follow-
ing resonance condition holds

co, g =c/3, y(2mnld) . . (27)

Here d is the lattice periodicity in the z direction and n
the harmonic index. The pumping rate is proportional to
the effective Rabi frequency squared, namely [Eq. (19) in
Ref. 18],

A ~ (p, g co, s eZ, „y, /Pic I3, )

2
/pe'g neZcrys

Ad
(28)

This corresponds to pumping rates achievable with high-
power lasers, allowing us to satisfy AT~ ) 1.

The L2 values characterizing transitions in channeled
ions with 13,—1 are comparable to those of channeled pos-
itrons, ' '' ' i.e., up to ten times larger than for electron
CR. Since the pg and cos ( —120 eV for the
1 s 2p 'P ls 'S transition in B—e+ ) are comparable to
those of electron CR, the x-ray lasing threshold for y & 2
and 1 —P, q —1 should occur in this case above —10
A/cm, i.e., also at extremely high current densities.

This threshold can be lowered considerably if the lasing
itself takes place downstream from the crystal, while the
crystal is used only as a pumping agent for the ion beam.
Choosing the crystal thickness to be L=cP,m. /A, maxi-
mal inversion can be achieved and then kept constant out-
side the crystal for z &cP,Tw-cP, Ti & 10 cm, Ti be-
ing the radiative lifetime. (Inversion can also be main-

Ohtsuki's interesting argument implies that photon dif-
fraction in bent crystals may increase the x-ray absorption
length c/5 by as much as 10 . This could lower the las-
ing threshold to -MA/cm in such systems.

The estimates above, which imply that x-ray lasing in
crystals without bending may require current densities
above 10 A/cm, have been challenged as being too op-
timistic' in a paper claiming that the length of the reso-
nance region is I —10 cm. This figure is, in fact, a re-
sult of a severe underestimate of T2 '. We find, using
(22), that for nearly forward emission

2y' (0)L„d
& y'"(o)I.„„/soo, (26)15',g(y = 1)T2

where L „d /5 = ln( 183Z,~, )/5 (cm) ( Z,~, being the
crystal atomic number) is the effective path for radiative
energy loss (due to incoherent bremsstrahlung) of the
channeled electron. It is shorter roughly by a factor of 5
than the corresponding path L„d for a randomly incident
electron. ' Hence, l )y'~ (0)10 cm is plausible for low

Z„y, . This value is at least 10 times larger than the cited
estimate. ' It is seen that for y(0) & 10. when the condi-
tion (23) is not satisfied, (24) must be used. Even then,
however, the loss of resonance should not hamper the con-
ditions for gain in crystals thinner than 0.1 cm.
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tained, of course, by a high-power laser. ) The beam densi-
ty required to attain the lasing threshold in this case
wherein' Ti —Ti ——3fic /4p, ~co3gy is, for y —(1—p, q)—1, pw & GB&(2irc/co, g) . Assuming that outside the
crystal c /5 may exceed 1—10 cm and taking
A, =m,g/2m. c & 100 A, this sets the threshold at 10 —10
A/cm2.

V. THE WEAK-DEPHASING REGIME

Whenever L, (Lz, GBx [Eq. (21)) is no longer an ade-
quate estimate for the gain. In the extreme weak-
dephasing case L, &&L2, (18) yields

1/2
p,g irpw 1 —P, q co,g

A'p,
(29)

In contrast to GBK, G, is independent of T2 and de-
creases more slowly with y or (1—p, q). On the other
hand, it scales more slowly with p,g, ~,g, and p~.

The weak-dephasing condition L, & 1.2 is equivalent to

Pw & fi/8irP, co,s(1 P, .q)P,g
T—2 . (30)

co-=co /(1 —P q)=ir An l[2mR y(1 —P, .q)],q eg

peg —4eR /~, nmax o: Rp
(31a)

The contribution of inelastic interactions between the
structure electrons (localized within the channel walls)
and the particle to T2 obeys'

(T2)i~ei~~~R 7/n (31b)

The relations above show that, in order to reduce the
values of pw satisfying (30) for a given cu-, it is desirable

q
to maximize R and y and minimize n.

Since emission in such structures may well be confined
to the nearly forward direction, we shall concentrate on

in what follows. In order to obtain
Ace, =A~ ny/mR ) 100 eV one must have yn )2500 for
R =40 A and yn ) 1.6&&10 for R =100 A. For R )40
A the total T2 (due to beam energy spread as well as in-
elastic scattering) may attain the value' —T, /6, where
T1~yR /n is the radiative lifetime for the considered
transitions. Then (30) reduces to

pg )7T 16e fn /c m R (32)
0

Using y = 10, n = 150, and R =40 A (to obtain stimulated
emission at A, =150 A) we then find that pw & 10' cm

Inequality (30) can be satisfied in systems wherein p,g and
T2 are substantially larger than in crystals. The threshold
for lasing in such systems is lower also in the strong-
dephasing regime. In order to achieve the latter aim,
Vysotskii and Kuz'min' (who adopted the BK theoretical
approach) proposed the use of positron beams channeled
in zeolite crystals containing hollow channels with larger
diameter than in crystals.

In a structure composed of cylindrical channels with di-
ameter R one has, for the fundamental transition
( n, m~ )~(n —l, m„+ 1) and ( n, mz )~(n, m„—1)
[(n,m~) being the radial and azimuthal quantum num-
bers],

p ~/p =A Tw —w„1 p~„pT~Nn —1 p ~ (33)

where Tw is the rate of decay from (n, O) to (n —1, 1).
Since T~-T1 for R above a few tens of A, it turns
out that optimal pumping is achievable with reasonable
optical power: taking R =40 A, y —100, and n =150, we
find that AT~ )N„1 p when w„1 p p ) 10 sec

VI. DISCUSSION

On the theoretical side, the main interest in the gain ex-
pression derived here [Eq. (18)] is that for relativistic emi-
tter velocities (p, —1) it can differ drastically from that
obtained by Beloshitskii and Kumakhov using the Fermi
golden rule for stimulated emission rate. It is interesting
to compare these expressions with the general gain expres-
sion derived by Gover et al. for quasifree emitters,
which should apply to emitters of both the TCE and the
FEL types (cf. the Introduction). The latter expression
becomes in the quantum limit (i.e., when the emission and
absorption lines are well separated)

Gq (dPqq/dQ)
q

(34)

Here we have taken the filling factor to be one (i.e., the ra-
diation beam is of the same width as the emitters beam).
The Doppler-upshifted linewidth is denoted by 6- and

q
dPq„/dA is the spontaneous emission power per projectile
and unit solid angle in the amplified mode with polariza-
tion g and wave vector q. On substituting the expressions
appropriate for CR,

satisfies both the weak-dephasing condition (32) and the
threshold condition G (L2—L, ) & c/5, assuming that
c/5-1 cm for such wide channels. Since the fractional
population at n = 150 does not exceed a few percent, this
is equivalent to current densities above MA/cm .

Zeolite crystals, which were proposed by Vysotskii and
Kuz min as suitable hosts for x-ray lasing, are limited in
practice to R & 7 A. Structures with R values of
tens of A can be produced artificially, e.g. , by ion beam
etching of YAG plates which are highly resistive to dam-
age by the channeled current (YAG represents yttrium
aluminum garnet). In such a structure Ti can be 0 (Ti ),
if the spread in R and in channel axis directions are small
enough.

The pumping scheme for such structures differs from
the one described for crystals. For beam incidence along
the channel axis, mz ——0 states are predominantly popu-
lated. The fractional populations of these states are'
N„~c„p. Here c„p are the transverse-energy eigen-

values, whose ordering is c„p) c.„11)c.„1p. This im-
plies that in order to maintain spatially uniform inversion
for the lasing transition ( n, O)~(n —1, 1), we can take ad-
vantage of the fact that at z=0 N„]p)N p)N
=0 and pump the transition (n —1, 0)~(n, O) by means
of a high-power optical or infrared laser. Then p~ satis-
fying (17) is
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dPq(P=~/2)
dA

2 4
P~g Q)~g

2vrc (1—P, .q)

(35)

(where P is the polar angle)' into (34), we find that
Gq GpK This result should not come as a surprise,
since the general formula of Gover et al. is based on the
Fermi golden rule, like that of BK. Such a description ta-
citly assumes that the cross section for stimulated emis-
sion is uniform throughout the system. It cannot repro-
duce local self-consistent changes in the observables
which, in the present case of two-level TCE's are embo-
died in the spatial variation of the polarization at P, —1

[Eq. (9a)].
We have demonstrated the possibility to observe devia-

tions of the gain behavior from that of GBK (the strong-
dephasing regime) at current densities ( )MA/cm )

which are expected to cause no damage in structures com-
posed of large-diameter (&40 A) channels [Eq. (32)].
These deviations should be manifested in the scaling of
gain with p~ instead of p~ in GB&, and a weaker depen-
dence on T2 than in the latter.

The present work has elucidated the concept of
resonant length [Eq. (22)] which is limited by energy loss
of the projectile. For short resonance lengths, modifica-
tions of the gain behavior have been noted [Eq. (24)].
Another topic elaborated upon here has been schemes of
pumping by a low-frequency high-power laser or the crys-
tal potential (in the case of channeled ions). Such schemes
allow us to maintain spatially uniform inversion [Eq.

(17)], which is needed to optimize the gain.
The evaluation of prospects for short-wavelength lasing

(at A, (100 A) by electrons or ions channeled in crystals
requires the study of possibilities to increase drastically
the x-ray absorption length, e.g. , by using bent crystals, as
well as ways to minimize damage to crystals from
MA/cm current densities (perhaps by fast beam scanning
as suggested by BK, Ref. 24). Better possibilities for
short-wavelength lasing are offered by ions in free space,
downstream from the crystal in which they are channeled
only for the purpose of pumping. However, the most
promising hosts of such lasing seem to be artifically pro-
duced arrays of parallel, highly uniform cylindrical
channels whose diameter R is well above 10 A. The in-
crease in dipole moment and T2 with R [Eq. (31)] allows
us, on the one hand, to lower the lasing threshold by
several orders of magnitude and, on the other hand, to
raise the damage threshold, as compared to crystals.

The realization of short-wavelength lasing in such sys-
tems would provide a source of tunable coherent radiation.
The coherence properties of this radiation are dictated by
the two-level character of the considered emitters. These
properties differ from the non-Poissonian photon-
statistical properties of FEL's that are candidates for
short-wavelength operation. ' '
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